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Efficient
• Trust, support and assist your
co-workers
• Work cooperatively
• Contribute to a positive work
environment
• Take ownership of problem resolution
• Find a way to say “YES”

M WPH is known throughout the region for its

quality inpatient care and a variety of outpatient
services, helping children heal and grow. But did
you know that one unique offering is our primary
care services for medically complex children and
their siblings?
“We like to say that our regular primary care
clinic is not a regular primary care clinic,” said
Virginia Keane, MD. “Our patient population is
children who have complex chronic illness.”
Our primary care clinic runs the gamut from
children with autism to kids with many different
medical problems. Because their needs are
more involved, medically complex kids need
longer office visits and benefit from the care of
pediatricians who understand these challenges.
The definition of complex chronic illness can vary
by individual, but it typically means that the child
meets one of three criteria:
• T
 hree or more bodily systems affected—
central nervous system, respiratory system,
and digestive system, for example
• Taking five or more medications

• T
 echnology dependent—a trach, a VP shunt,
or a gastrostomy tube, for example
There are several reasons why a family might
choose MWPH for their primary care. First, our
primary care physicians are some of the best,
with deep experience in managing complex kids.
Dr. Keane has been providing primary care for
this population for more than 30 years, and
Dr. Bradford Harris was a pediatric critical care
physician for 15 years before coming to MWPH
six years ago. “I was managing medically complex
kids in the ICU, and now I’m managing their care
in the outpatient world,” Dr. Harris said.
Another reason is that traditional pediatric
practices may not be set up to accommodate
longer office visits. Other pediatricians may not
be as comfortable managing children with
complex medical needs. At MWPH, our primary
care providers have specialized in working with
this patient population and their brothers and
sisters. “Having a child with complex medical
continued on next page >>
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PRIMARY CARE cont’d
needs is a family affair, so we see siblings as well,” Dr. Keane said.
Patients and families benefit from an integrated care model
with a team approach. Psychologists work alongside the primary
care team in the clinic, providing seamless access to behavioral
health resources. This aspect is particularly helpful in addressing
behavioral health needs in any family member, including the
medically complex child as well as parents and siblings.

The goal is to make sure that the children
get what they need in the first couple of
years, so that they can do as well as possible
over the long term.
Bradford Harris, MD
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SAFETY BABY SHOWER
4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
3rd Floor Boardroom

This gathering is for parents with
children who are patients up to 18 months of age. Dinner is served.
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FAMILY HAPPY HOUR
4:00 – 5:00 p.m.
Heal and Grow Grill

Join us for this opportunity for families
to meet, mingle, and enjoy some food.

SPECIAL FAMILIES UNITE
 :00 – 8:30 p.m.
6
3rd Floor Boardroom

An educational support group is provided for
families of children with special needs. RSVP to Michelle Hanover at
410-578-2651 or mhanover@mwph.org

Primary care physicians at MWPH play a key role in helping
families get kids the care they need. They function as the
main point of contact for questions, needs, and access to care,
streamlining the referral and appointment process. In addition
to coordinating care, our primary care physicians help families
understand what’s going on with their child. “Each of the
specialists focus on their specialty area, and we’re the ones who
really tie it together for the families,” Dr. Harris said.
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Calling all golfers! Join us for our 20th
Annual Golf Tournament supporting
the programs and services of MWPH!
For sponsorship opportunities, contact
Paula Bragg: pbragg@mwph.org

OCT

16

BUBBLES FOR
BABIES AT THE
MT. WASHINGTON
TAVERN

This fall, MWPH is expanding access even further with our new
follow-up care clinic. Tentatively named “Heal and Grow 2.0,” the
clinic will provide ongoing support for infants who were discharged
from MWPH’s neonatal unit.

6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 5700 Newbury
Street, Baltimore, 21209

Many kids already have access to NICU follow-up programs at
their referring hospital: Johns Hopkins or University of Maryland,
for example. But for children whose referring hospitals don’t have
NICU follow-up programs, MWPH’s follow-up clinic will fill
that gap.

Cheers to a great event that benefits
our kids! Enjoy tastings of more than
20 bubblies—rosé, cava, prosecco—
so many bubbles! Plus, food and
education from the area’s best bubbly
aficionados. All proceeds support
MWPH!

Through quarterly visits, the clinic will monitor their growth, make
sure they’re in appropriate rehabilitation programs, and track their
development. MWPH primary care physicians will also develop care
plans that parents can take to their primary care physicians, so that
their child’s pediatrician can better manage their care.

20th ANNUAL MWPH
GOLF TOURNAMENT

12:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Woodholme Country
Club, 300 Woodholme Avenue,
Pikesville, 21208

Equally important is the sense of relief families feel, knowing that
they’re working with someone who is comfortable with their child’s
diagnoses. Families who choose MWPH for their primary care
know they are in good hands.

New Follow-Up Care Clinic
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PARENTING FROM THE HEART SERIES
MANAGING SCREEN TIME FOR TODDLERS TO
TEENS
Kara Brown, PhD

“The goal is to make sure that the children get what they need in
the first couple of years, so that they can do as well as possible over
the long term,” Dr. Harris said.

11/5/19, 6 – 7:15 p.m., Heal and Grow Grill

As the outpatient building undergoes expansion and renovation
over the next year, MWPH is poised to provide primary care services
to more kids. “With the new physical expansion, we are hoping to
expand our program,” Dr. Keane said. “We’re excited to offer these
services to more families.” ♥

11/19/19, 6 – 7:15 p.m., Heal and Grow Grill

UNDERSTANDING ADD/ADHD IN YOUR CHILD
Eryn Kruger, PhD

DEC

17

HOLIDAY TOY SHOP

5:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Heal and Grow Grill

A fun event for patient families to enjoy free holiday shopping.
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Message from the President
Dear Friends,
Congratulations to everyone on the
MWPH team for our very successful
Joint Commission survey in July. Our
hospital received exceptionally good
feedback, and everyone’s efforts and
hard work were noticed by the survey
team. Our evaluators, among whom
are physicians and nurses from other
children’s hospitals, remarked on our
passion for the work we do. It was clear to them that we at MWPH
feel a strong sense of purpose and commitment to our mission.
We always keep our hospital operating to Joint Commission
standards, and we never let our guard down. Thank you once
again to all of our dedicated staff.
Our team is working very hard to bring KidCare, our new, stateof-the-art electronic health record (EHR) software to the hospital.
This system will definitely improve communication and patient
safety. It will also improve workflows for our staff and generate
other efficiencies that everyone will appreciate.

It has been a long journey, as we work to conform KidCare to our
hospital’s unique needs. Even after our scheduled go-live date
of November 1, there will be much work to do as we continue
tweaking the new software and helping everyone get comfortable
using it. I am grateful to everyone for their time, patience, and
support throughout this intensive process. The patients we serve
will benefit significantly from KidCare.
I am happy to report that we will soon break ground on the
Rosenberg expansion. We are wrapping up improvements
to ductwork and installation of new fiber-optic cabling in
preparation for the construction phase. Both projects are
progressing well.
As we say goodbye to summer, I hope everyone was able to enjoy
the best of the season, spending time with friends and family.
Sincerely,

		
		

Sheldon J. Stein,
President & CEO

Where Are They Now —Monyae Davis
♥

Monyae Davis (shown on the right in
photo) was preparing to graduate from
high school in May 2016, when a car
accident changed her life. She sustained
a concussion, a fractured hip, a fractured
spine, and a shattered foot. After a week
at Shock Trauma and several surgeries,
18-year-old Monyae spent close to two
months at MWPH.
At MWPH, Monyae focused on recovering
from her injuries as well as gaining her
mobility and independence back. She spent
a lot of time on physical therapy, learning
to stand up, get her balance back, and
walk. One particular challenge was gaining
confidence in her abilities, and the MWPH
team used fun games and activities to help her practice balance
without thinking about it.
Working with MWPH occupational therapists, Monyae learned
how to be independent again: doing things like getting dressed
and putting her shoes on were big accomplishments. She also
worked with a concussion specialist at MWPH, who monitored
her symptoms and did exercises to help with muscle memory.

About three weeks after her accident,
Monyae received clearance from MWPH’s
medical team to attend her high school
graduation, where she crossed the stage in
her wheelchair, along with the rest of her
classmates. It was a precious milestone,
as well as a moment of normalcy in a
life that had been turned upside down
in so many ways. The following year,
Monyae participated in MWPH’s Abilities
Adventures program.
“Through the Abilities Adventures trip,
everyone who participated got to see
that we’re still capable, still champions,
still athletes,”she said. “We can still
accomplish everything that we want to
accomplish, despite disabilities or personal challenges.”
Monyae is living proof of the power of perseverance. Today, the
21-year-old is a junior at Liberty University, studying biomedical
sciences. Although she has wanted to be a pediatrician since she
was little, she is also considering the possibility of a career in
occupational therapy as a result of her experiences at MWPH. ♥

MWPH.ORG |
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EMPLOYEE NEWS
GET TO KNOW OUR STAR EMPLOYEES
July

Name: Barbara Moore
Title: Pediatric Nurse Practitioner,
Director of Lead Poisoning Program
Department: Medicine
How long have you worked at MWPH:
24 years
Favorite part of your job: Working with
the families and helping them be advocates for their child.
Name one thing that most people don’t
know about you: On weekends I enjoy
taking long walks, hiking, or biking and,
in November, I am expecting my first
grandchild.

September Star Employees

Name: Shelby Ches
Title: Charge Nurse
Department: CISC (Pakula Center)
How long have you worked at MWPH: 4
years. I started as a practicum student in
2015 and then was hired as a staff nurse
before graduating from nursing school.
Favorite part of your job: The babies. It is
so amazing to see them reach their goals
and milestones while they are here. And
my coworkers. You truly have a family
when you work here and they have become
my second family over the past 4 years : )
Name one thing that most people don’t
know about you: I was a preemie!

Name: Chauntay Brogdon
Title: Respiratory Therapist
Department: Respiratory, although
currently helping out as a unit secretary
for the CISC Unit
How long have you worked at MWPH: I
have been at Mt. Washington for 4 years.
Favorite part of your job: I love seeing all
the babies and helping them.
Name one thing that most people don’t
know about you: I love all sports and
sporting events, especially the Dallas
Cowboys!

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations
to Denise
Pudinski on her
promotion to
VP patient care
services, chief
nurse executive.
Denise has been
at MWPH for
36 years, having
started as a staff RN. In her time at
MWPH, she has effectively served this
hospital as a nurse supervisor, care
manager, 1st floor nurse manager
and, most recently, director of care
management, social work, and
admissions. In her new role, Denise
will oversee all patient care services,
including dietitians and nutrition
assistants. Denise’s commitment to
MWPH, along with her passion and
positivity, will continue to lead MWPH
forward. Well deserved!
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Our pharmacy department recently received a 2018 Best
Practices Award from Comprehensive Pharmacy Services
(CPS) at the Annual Meeting in Indianapolis, IN. This recognition is awarded to CPS sites that demonstrate overall
operational excellence, as measured by CPS’ annual pharmacy operations audit, the Comprehensive Pharmacy
Assessment. This audit addresses over 375 performance
elements in all areas of hospital pharmacy operations,
including regulatory, administrative, operational, best
practices, clinical, financial, and customer service areas.
Congratulations to Dr. Francisca Sarfo and the entire
MWPH pharmacy team for receiving this award.

In April 2019, Dr. Ajoke Ajayi-Akintade
graduated from the first cohort of the
UMMS Physician Leader Fellowship
Program. The program spanned a period
of 14 months and was conducted through
a partnership between UMMS and
the American Association of Physician
Leadership (AAPL). Fifteen physicians
were chosen for the program from all
UMMS affiliates.

A Day In The Life
of Ericka Janifer

Concussion
Myth busted by Joseph Cleary, PsyD,
senior pediatric neuropsychologist at MWPH
MYTH: Helmets prevent
concussion.
FACT: Helmets protect
against skull fractures and
more severe head injuries;
however, there is very little
evidence that any particular
helmet reduces the chance of
concussion. While helmets
are necessary, it is important to note that they can
give children a false sense of safety, resulting in more
aggressive play.
MYTH: Concussion symptoms are immediate.
FACT: Symptoms can occur at the time of the injury;
however, symptoms can also be delayed and occur
days, weeks, or even months later. Symptoms can
also evolve over time, coming and going or getting
worse over time. It is important to consult with a
concussion specialist as soon as symptoms arise.
Research findings suggest that identifying a concussion early is essential for the best outcomes. Early
intervention helps to speed the child’s recovery and
protect the child from further injury, which can lead
to short- and long-term symptoms.
To learn more about our Concussion services at
MWPH, please visit mwph.org/health-services/
concussion or call for appointment: 410-578-5261.

PROMOTIONS

Ericka Janifer, M.S. CCC-SLP, CLC is a speech-language pathologist
and certified lactation counselor at MWPH at UM Prince George’s
County Hospital. As the only speech pathologist at the Prince George’s
location, she keeps busy providing outpatient speech and language
therapy as well as inpatient oral motor and feeding evaluations and
treatment. We caught up with her on a recent Thursday.
7:58 a.m. – Check in with nurses on the inpatient unit and plan infant
feeding treatments according to their feeding schedules and status.
8:30 a.m. – Start outpatient language
assessments in the Developmental
Evaluation Clinic.
12:18 p.m. – Coordinate with Rogers
Ave. colleagues regarding referrals to
the Feeding Day Treatment Program and
transfer all necessary documentation.
1:00 p.m. – Attend inpatient rounds.
2:03 p.m. – Provide outpatient
speech-language therapy.
5:06 p.m. – Help inpatients
develop oral motor/feeding
skills and provide parent
education and training during
their feedings. Also meet
with patient parents for
lactation consultation and
breastfeeding support.
6:46 p.m. – Conduct
infant hearing screenings.
7:04 p.m. – Update charts
and prepare for the
following day.

• Christine Bevans from PCA to Restoration Assistant
•A
 nne Boothe from Pre Doc Intern to Neuro Post Doc
Fellow
• Jerome Evans from Grill Cook to Cook

Congratulations Kate Hale
We are all celebrating with Kate Hale, one of MWPH’s
speech language pathologists, who has passed the board
certification for neonatal therapy. She joins Dale Swartos
and Bethany Gallagher in having attained certification
from the National Association of Neonatal Therapy
(NANT) as certified neonatal therapists. These clinicians
have accumulated multiple hours of service in working
with the neonatal population, developing expertise and
in completing the board examination to attain this high
level of competence.
We are very proud of Kate’s accomplishment and in the
benefits that she brings to our organization and this fragile population. Currently, only 319 therapists worldwide
hold this certification. Seven therapists in Maryland are
NANT certified, and three of them work here!

• Courtney Hudson from PCA to Restoration Assistant
• Eryn Kruger from Pre Doc Intern to Psych Post Doc Fellow
• Sarah Mealy from Pre Doc Intern to Pediatric Psychologist

Congratulations Felicia Pagett

Please join us in congratulating Felicia Pagett on passing her child life
certification exam! She is now a CCLS. The path to certification is a long
and challenging one. Felicia faced those challenges and is now enjoying the
rewards of all of her hard work. Well done, Felicia!

WELCOME Tina Humbel has joined the nurse
leadership team as the manager of the Pakula Center
for Infant Specialty Care Unit. Tina comes to us with
a wealth of experience from Children’s National
Health System in Washington DC, where she spent 17
years serving in many roles as a nurse leader. Tina is a
passionate leader who is dedicated to transforming
nursing care at the bedside and is excited to join our
team. Welcome, Tina!

MWPH.ORG |
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PAIN RELIEF FOR EVERY PATIENT

Buzzy bee used in distracting a patient during a blood draw.

S

eptember is Pain Awareness Month—but at MWPH, we focus
on pain management every day of the year. As part of the hospital’s
continuing efforts to reduce pain, discomfort, and anxiety for all
of our inpatients and outpatients, MWPH is introducing
innovative, evidence-based pediatric pain management techniques
across the hospital. These new techniques dovetail with the
hospital’s existing protocols, creating a comprehensive, unified
approach to pain management.
“Pain is complex, and there are a lot of different ways to think
about pain,” said Elizabeth Getzoff Testa, PhD, MWPH senior
psychologist. “From acute pain, like when you break your leg, to
chronic pain, to the pain and discomfort associated with certain
procedures, those are all opportunities for pain management.”
Research shows that painful experiences early in life can result in
increased pain perception throughout life. That means reducing
pain for our pediatric patients today could have a positive, lifelong
effect on their well-being.
“We want everyone to be aware of the depth and variety of nonpharmacological pain management techniques we have available,”
said Julia Rosenstock, MD, attending physician at MWPH. “These
techniques are not the domain of one specialty or another; rather,
anyone can use them to get the best results for a family.”
For example, hypnotherapy capitalizes on a child’s fertile
imagination to give a sense of control over a painful or scary
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procedure. Using hypnotherapy, kids can choose how much they
want to be present in the moment, or if they’d rather go somewhere
else in their minds.
The broad menu of pain management options at MWPH includes:
• D
 istraction techniques—MWPH is beginning to roll out new
comfort kits, filled with toys and distracting activities, for kids
who are having procedures
• H
 elping kids use their breath to reduce anxiety, with bubbles,
balloons, or pinwheels
• C
 omfort positioning for a variety of procedures
• B
 iofeedback, to help children systematically relax parts of
their bodies
• H
 ypnotherapy for chronic or acute pain
• T
 alking with children to reduce anxiety and increase their
sense of control over the situation
• S
 weet-Ease—drops of sucrose in water—for all children under
one year old. Studies have shown sugar water to be remarkably
effective in relieving pain for babies.
• T
 opical lidocaine for all blood draws, to numb the skin
• B
 uzzy bees, a small, vibrating, bee-shaped item that “confuses”
the nerve, causing some localized numbing and distraction
Although eliminating all pain and discomfort may not be
possible, reducing pain is a realistic goal. “We can’t make everything not hurt, but we can make everything hurt less,”
Dr. Getzoff Testa said. ♥

WE’RE EXPECTING!
A New Baby for MWPH

MWPH respiratory therapist and Sim Lab educator.
Sim Lab caregiver training has been a great success, but since the
one-year-old doll does not have a trach, caregivers have to pretend
that a mannequin the size of an elementary schooler is a baby.
“The whole point of simulation is the buy-in,” Hutter said.
“Caregivers come in, and they immerse themselves in the simulation.
Without a realistic baby to use, the training is good, but it’s not as
real as it could be.”

The Education team anxiously awaits the arrival of the new Sim Baby!

MWPH is delighted to announce the expected arrival of a new
addition to our family—a new baby! A simulation baby, that is. The
hospital has invested in a new, infant-size, high-fidelity mannequin
for the Simulation Lab. The new doll, which is due to arrive this fall,
is a significant technological upgrade that will allow MWPH staff
and patient caregivers alike to participate in more realistic training
exercises.
The new addition is a measure of how the MWPH Sim Lab’s use
has grown. At first, the lab was used for staff training. It featured
a one-year-old mannequin, which was tethered with wires and did
not have a trach, and a larger, untethered mannequin named Hal,
which is the size of an average eight-year-old child. Hal can be moved
and can be configured with a trach, opening up a wider range of
simulation possibilities.

The new doll will better meet the training needs of both staff and
caregivers. The baby mannequin is untethered, enabling it to be
used in unit-based staff training as well as more realistic caregiver
training. It can also handle a wider range of simulations, expanding
beyond trach-ventilator scenarios. For example, it could be used for
g-tube placement. Additional special features include a medium
skin tone and the ability to simulate either gender.
“The new technology will allow us to do more realistic training for
both staff and caregivers,” said Hutter. ♥

Help Name Our New Baby!

“We had an ‘a-ha’ moment when we realized that patients’ caregivers
could benefit from Sim Lab training as well,” said Linda Hutter,

We’re looking for the perfect gender-neutral
name for our new Sim Lab doll.
Submit your ideas by October 16th to
lhutter@mwph.org.

MWPH: IN THE COMMUNIT Y

Speak Now for Kids
Family Advocacy Day
Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital partnered with the Children’s Hospital
Association to attend Speak Now for Kids Family Advocacy Day. “Team
Hailey” met with Sen. Van Hollen and representatives from the offices of
Congressman John Sarbanes, Congressman David Trone, Rep. Andy Harris,
MD, and Congressman Dutch Ruppersberger. They advocated to safeguard
Medicaid from cuts that could harm kids, invest in training for tomorrow’s
pediatricians by increasing funding for children’s hospital graduate medical
education programs, and prioritize policy proposals that improve children’s
physical and mental well-being.
Shown at Right: Members of the team included our President and CEO, Shelly Stein; Neonatologist
Bernadette Hillman, MD; Hailey Withers, MWPH patient; Dawn Acab her grandmother; and
Rachana Patani, Community Benefit Manager.

MWPH.ORG |
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Patient Parent
Perspective
Carlan Elie

Carlan Elie is mother to seven-year-old Hannah
Thompson. Hannah has several medical issues—she has
a feeding tube and uses a wheelchair. She also deals with
attention-deficit disorder and learning challenges.

How did your family first connect with MWPH?

We were referred to MWPH by Dr. Virginia Keane. In 2016, when Hannah
was four, she had open-heart surgery, after which she had complications,
including a stroke. After spending four months in intensive care, she spent
more than four months recovering at MWPH.

What other services has your family received at MWPH?

They really took good care of her at MWPH. Although doctors had said
Hannah might not sit up, talk, or walk again, with the help of the doctors,
nurses, and therapists at MWPH, she sat up, took a few steps, and began
to make sounds. And now she talks, uses a walker sometimes, and goes to
regular school. Hannah has continued to receive outpatient services since
she was discharged in 2016, including physical, occupational, and speech
therapy. We’re looking forward to starting behavioral therapy soon.

What stands out about MWPH?

The way they treat the families of each patient is wonderful. They treat the
kids with love. They try to show them that no matter what their medical
complexities are, they’re regular kids and can do anything they set their
minds to. The most important thing is, they don’t make the kids feel that
they’re “sick.”

What advice would you give to parents
coming to MWPH for the first time?

It’s a challenge, but you need to step back and let the staff do what they need
to do to help your child. They know what they’re doing. Give them a chance,
and they’ll give you a chance, and pretty soon you’ll love them like family.
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For information or questions about Handprints, contact Katie Yeager, Communications Coordinator at katharine.yeager@mwph.org

Handprints is a publication of
the Development department
for the patient families, friends,
and employees of MWPH.
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“Like” us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Follow us on YouTube

